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1. INTRODUCTION

In the field of Eigh-Temperature Reactor (HTR)-Technology there

are different types of power systems under development, differing

in design and operational conditions. Considering the German

pebble-bed type with "once-through-then-out" fueling /1/

different mean gas outlet temperatures in the range 75O°C -

950° can be achieved with nearly the same core design, only gas

and fuel temperature being markedly different. The pebble-bed

consists of spherical fuel elements each of which has a diameter

of 60 mm containing the fuel in form of some 10 coated

particles.

Fission product release from fuel even at the highest gas out-

let temperatures should be kept as low as possible for general

safety reasons but also to allow in all cases easy inspection

and maintenance of the system.

In this paper we try to describe a preliminary basis for the
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valuation of a TRISO-particle concept in respect to metallic

fission product release.

The here considered TRISO-particle consists of an Th,U mixed

oxide fuel kernel surrounded by four different pyrolitic layers.

First we present same basic diffusion data which have been

measured rece'ntly. Then we discuss on the basis of these and

earlier data release calculations which are not thought to be

typical for a special plant design but which show up general

trends with temperature and release rate controlling material

data. In some cases the data basis is uncomplete. Then the

determining quantity has been varied in reasonable margins.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS

Different experimental methods have been established for the

measurement of diffusion constants in coated particle. . .

One method determines radial concentration profiles within the

coated particle layers. This is done either by chemical

etching or by mechanical grinding. Annealing particles at

constant temperatures for given times results in different

concentration profiles which can be compared and are analyzed

within the framework of diffusion theory.

This method could also be expanded to thin SiC-layers. Experi-

ments to obtain concentration profiles in silicon carbide by

LASER drilling have been carried out and will be published

shortly /2/.

A second independent method directly measures the released
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fission product fraction under vacuum anneal. The released

metal atoms are adsorbed on a cooled surface. Subsequent anneals

lead to a fractional release versus time curve that can be

analyzed by the formalism of diffusion theory.

This last method is applied to cesium/ strontium and silver.

Strontium samples are analyzed by beta-spectrometric /3/

measurement, silver samples by refined gamma-spectrometry

(anti-compton spectrometry) /4/.

The in-pile and out-ofpile "internal" cesium release in

particles, that is the fraction of Cs-inventory which has

escaped from the kernel to the coating is interpreted in terms

of diffusion theory and results in diffusion constants for

cesium in (U,Th)O2-kernels. In fig. 1 some results are shown

which have been published recently /5/.

The latest results for the corresponding strontium diffusion

constants for the same oxide material are presented in fig. 2.

Retention capability of fuel kernels can be improved by ceramic

additives for cesium and strontium using alumina - silica

compounds /5/. This effect can be seen from fig. 1 for cesium

and fig. 3 for strontium as well. At 1000° C the improvement

would lead to nearly four orders of magnitude reduction in

diffusion constant for cesium and more than one order of

magnitude for strontium.

Diffusion constants for silver in 002~kernels are derived from

annealing experiments of particles with high burnup, fig. 4

gives the results.
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Diffusion constants for silver in silicon carbide coatings are -

given in fig. 5. TRISO-Particles were investigated with high

burnup (11% fima) and very low burnup (—1% fima) and are both

included in the graph.

Table I summarizes the described results in terms of

Q (Joule^iole)

D = DQ[m
2/secje RT

These experimental data are used among others for the following

release calculations.

3. RELEASE CALCULATIONS

The release of fission products from fuel elements of a pebble-

bed reactor core strongly depends on the temperature dependent

transport data of the isotopes of interest in the various

materials of the fuel element. Therefore the choice of the

coated particle and of the fuel element and the history of

power and temperature for each fuel element are of great influ-

ence. In the case of a single fuel element at a given constant

flux and temperature it would be possible to estimate analyti-

cally the changes in release under variation of, let us say, the

diffusion coefficient of the inner pyrocarbon-layer.

But in our case we have to deal with about 3 millions of fuel

elements at different fluxes and temperatures. So we are forced

to use a numerical' model SLIPPER /6/ to compute the releases

for different data sets.

To simulate a so called "OTTO"-cycle /1/ the fuel element rests

in our model for a given time at fixed constant temperature and
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flux and then changes to the next point. The whole core is

divided in vertical and horizontal zones. The release of all

vertical zones of a given horizontal zone is summed up, consi-

dering the actual number of fuel elements in this horizontal

zone. Summing the releases of all horizontal zones gives the

release of the whole core.

To answer the questions, how the release figures do change

under the variation of one or more transport input data, we

made a parameter sensitivity study, in which ten chosen

parameters of the coated particle and the fuel element undergo

such variations, which spread over the whole range of experi-

mental data.

Beside the transport data, the particle failure fraction and

the heavy metal contamination of the fuel element and the

coating of the particles show great influence on the release.

So we took into account the diffusion coefficients of the

kernel, the inner LTI (Low-Temperature-Isotropic) the silicon

carbide, the outer LTI and the matrix, the contamination of

LTI and matrix-graphite, the particle failure fraction, the

thermal conductivity and the boundary condition fuel element

versus cooling gas.

To describe the fission product release in case of coating

failure, we computed for each isotope the resulting release of

the particles for the case where the coatings have negligible

retention capability. Using an experimental relation between

fast fluence and particle failure fraction these computed

releases are instantly taken into account as additional sources
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for diffusion in. the matrix-graphite.

We computed as typical cases 3000 MWfcn-cores with different

temperature distributions. All calculations were done with

LTI-TRISO-particles, consisting of a mixed oxide kernel

(400 pm 0), a buffer-layer (30 pm), inner LTI (30 pm), SIC

(30 um) and outer LTI (35 pm). In order to get an objective

measure for the importance of each parameter we computed the

changes in release rates starting from our standard data set

and then making the following variations:

Diffusion constants are multiplied or divided by 3.14 at the

corresponding mean gas outlet temperature.

Values for contamination and particle failure fraction are

multiplied or divided by 5.

The results of this variations in terms of an increase of

release are given in Table III.

Cesium

Cs 137 case a) The variation of the diffusion constants of

kernel, LTI and SiC shows no significant effects. Only the

particle failure is important. The release for our standard

data set is computed to be 15 Ci/a.'

Cs 137 case b) With increasing temperature each parameter shows

greater influence. If Dsi_>1.E-14 cm
2/sec the LTI-retention

dominates. The standard release is 160 Ci/a. This mainly

originates in particle failure and contamination.
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Cs 137 case c) same as under b). But in this case with the

highest temperature the release is highers 420 Ci/a.

Silver

Ag-110 m case a) no influence of the parameter variation and

a release of 0.1 Ci/a.

Ag-110 m case b) the variation of the diffusion constant of

kernel and SiC shows some effect, also the particle failure

fraction. The contamination of the matrix-graphite with Ag-109

contribute an additional release if exceeding 1 ppb. The

calculation within the least squares fit variation from our

experimental results yields a release of (0.95 r." ,_)Ci/a.

Ag-11O m case c) same as under b) but in this case the diffusion

breakthrough begins and release is higher. The calculation with

the same fit as under b) delivers a release of (8.9 + l*])Ci/a.
— / • i

Strontium

Sr-90 case a) no effect under variation of the parameters in

the used range. Release <<1 Ci/a.

Sr-90 case b) same as under b) release <<1 Ci/a.

Sr-90 case c) In this case there is a influence of SiC and
2

matrix, but only if Dg.c>1.E-13 cm /s. The contamination

contributes to a lower degree to the release. The standard

release is about 1 Ci/a.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that metallic fission product release

under normal operation condition is, as expected, mostly sensi-

tive to fuel temperature for all three isotopes cesium, silver
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and strontium. If the diffusion coefficient in silicon carbide
< 2

is limited to - 1.E-14 cm /sec no diffusional release from intact

particles occurs and the remaining release is only determined by

heavy metal contamination outside the SiC layers and by particle

failure. Nevertheless this remaining release fraction increases

rapidly with temperature as can be seen especially well from

table III for Cs-137.

Further reduction of Cs-release, which is low at 750° C but

increases above 75O°C, is possible by decreasing the uranium

contamination level and particle failure fraction. Moreover it

seems! worth to study in some detail Cs-release rates from

defective particles for we expect that the here assumed conser-

ative figure of 20% Cs-release in case of coating failure can

be shown to reduce by further experimental studies which are

running now.

Release figures seem to be uncritical in the case of Sr-90.

As a surprising result silver release is remarkably low. This is

mainly due to the SiC-retention capability butalso to a lower

degree to the kernel behaviour. It turned out that silver release

from particle kernel is also below 20% under operation condition,

therefore reducing the driving potential for silver diffusion.

The above given figures reflect the present state of TRISO-

particle-concept development. We expect that with the aid of a

running research and qualification program for SiC-production

and characterization that silver release can be kept small.
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Fig. 1 Arrhenius plot for cesium in
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kernel

LTI

SlC

Matrix
.graphite

contamination

coating
failure

standard
release

Cs-137

MGOT

7SO°C

minus

minus

minus

n.l.

minus .

11.

15.

85O°C

minus

minus

minus

n.i.

260.

200.

160.

96O°C

minus

minus

minus

n.l.

4E0.

535.

420.

Ag-IIOm

MGOT

75O°C

minus

n.l.

minus

n.l.

minus

minus

0.1

85O°C

minus

n.l.

4.

n.l.

minus

minus

O.95

96O°C

minus

n.l.

20.

n.l.

minus

54.

8.9

Sr-90

MGOT

75O°C

n.l.

n.l.

minus

minus

n.i.

n.i.

« 1 .

850°;;

n.l.

n.l.

minus

minus

n.i.

n.l.

« 1 .

96O°C

n.l.

n.l.

1.

S.B

minus

n.l.

1.2

Table III: Results of Computer Calculations

All releases are given In ci/a. "minus'means: no significant effects under variation

of this parameter,

"n.i." means: not investigated, expected to be of

low influence
"MGOT" means: Mean Gas Outlet Temperature

"standard release" means: computed release under use of
the data of table Z and II
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